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The  Interdisciplinary Conference on Iberian Manuscripts (Lisbon, NOVA FCSH – 19-21 Oct) brings together 

scholars with a long-standing record of research on Iberian manuscripts, and experts from institutions such 

as libraries, archives and museums where the manuscripts are currently kept and their preservation, 

conservation and eventual restoration usually take place. The Conference’s main goal is to foster 

interdisciplinary dialogue on Iberian manuscripts among experts from areas such as Art History, Musicology, 

History, Historiographical Sciences and Techniques (Archival, Paleography, Diplomatics, Epigraphy and 

related sciences), Literary Studies, Philosophy, Chemistry, Physics, Conservation and Restoration, and 

Computer Science. The conference is accompanied by an exhibition showing a unique range of sculptures 

using historical manuscripts in contemporary ways.

Visiting Artist Nabil Ali uses medieval manuscripts and historical references, to develop sculptural 

representations linking past content with current perspectives. He has produced a collection of sculptures 

depicting organic abstract forms expressing man-made industrial machine objects and inspiration from 

foliage drawn in fifteenth-century manuscripts. The contemporary work has tried to capture repetitive 

rotation and circular motions using stylised leaf forms taken from a fifteenth century acanthus plant 

drawing, applying medieval paint techniques to create verdigris. Similar colour making methods are written 

in paint recipes from a late medieval Portuguese technical manuscript: ‘O livro de como se fazem as cores 

das tintas’.

Ana Lemos is a professor of History and Geography of the European section of the Lycée Français 

Charles Lepierre  (LFCL) in Lisbon, and a specialist in medieval illumination to reconstruct historical paint 

colours. Ana has collaborated with Nabil in order to highlight and accentuate the importance of 

interdisciplinary exploration in primary research. This joint project involved a unique partnership with 

Scientist Jean-Yves Moulia forming learning through a variety of disciplines, which aims to understand how 

artists use organic and inorganic pigments with insight into how colours are made from plants and metals 

through practical experience.

Students at LFCL participated in a project delivered by Artist Nabil Ali to make sculptural models based on 

his UK Project. The students made their own paint using earth and organic pigments mixed with modern 

binders, combining traditional and contemporary techniques forming original work. They to created replica 

models depicting organic abstract forms using shapes taken from the Göttingen Manuscript (c.1440-1460) 

and recipes from technical medieval manuscripts. The students' project is a proposal to forward their work 

towards developing an extensive exhibition using a variety of other medieval manuscripts by reinventing 

past decorative forms into three-dimensional sculptures.
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